We now have a new screen setup in the clubhouse where the previous screen was, ie, next to the
fruit machine. This screen ( Venue Interface or VI ) will allow ALL members to ensure they have a
fully signed digital card.
If the screen is blank then press gently on the RHS to wake up the system.

You will then require to type your surname and select it from drop down list. Then click on the date
and select your Date Of Birth. This will take you into your account.

To enter scores :
If you have already checked in online then the Submit Scores button on the bottom LHS will be
active.

Click on this and it will take you into your scorecard.

Once in there it will show you any scores that have already been entered on the system via your
phones. You can then verify your card and once it is correct then the ability for the player and
marker to sign will be enabled. Once both signatures have been added the option to submit will be
enabled. Once submitted it will be fully verified and final.

If you haven’t previously checked in on your phone then you will need to enter comps

- select the competition- then check in

then select scoring.

This will then take you into your scorecard and you can then proceed as above.

INFO FROM SCOTTISH GOLF
VERIFICATION OF SCORECARDS

Thanks to everyone for embracing the Scottish Golf digital scoring on the phone App and while the
majority are managing to enter their scores fine, some are having trouble verifying & signing their
scorecard after the round. The most common reason are:

1. A miss-match between player and marker scores where scores entered on a hole or holes
don’t match. These must be corrected before signing gets enabled.

2. One player finalises the card they are marking before other players have entered all the scores
for the round.

3. Connection delays – scores have to be sent from one phone to another via the internet. Some
service providers batch process the transfers resulting in delays. If you take time to finish the
process as a group it usually clears and works fine.
4. Selecting the wrong option “Verify in VI” rather than “Verify Now”. This was changed this
week to “Sign my Card” & “Sign Later.” If you pick “Sign Later” you should verify using
the VI Tablet option.

Playing golf should not be about getting an APP to work so if you have any trouble with the APP
please revert back to entering scores in the VI. Take a stylus pen with you to the VI tablet and you
won’t need to touch it with your finger. Pens are available in the Pro-Shop.
It is a fundamental rule of golf that a MARKER verifies a PLAYERS score. Failure to do so will
results in disqualification. Here are the valid options all players have :

1. On the APP - All players in your tee-time use the Scottish Golf App, select “Normal
Scoring” and sign the players card at the end. The player verbally confirms the score is
correct and you sign for the player as confirmed.
2. On the VI Tablet – Both Player and Marker enter (or confirm) scores and sign on the VI
Tablet in Club House.
All options must be completed before leaving the premises. If you have any questions then please
reach out to the M&H.

